
Like This

Sofi Tukker

[Intro: Sophie & Tucker]
Like this?
Like this

[Verse 1: Sophie]
Take off the day, go back to sleep

Covered in mud, lines on my cheek
Make up some rules, break 'em myself

Used to think you were sweet
Used to think you were heartfelt

[Refrain: Sophie]
Shame, you kill my spirit and you’re useless

Sugar, you're addictive and so ruthless

[Pre-Chorus: Sophie]
Speaking in absolutes

May be destructive, may be stupid
But I have a voice

And I'm gonna use it

[Chorus: Sophie & Tucker]
Teaming up (Tuning out)
Turning in (Turning soft)

All this noise (All this scrolling)
Just enough (To turn me off)
Don’t you dare (Look at me)

With that eloquent stare you got

[Post-Chorus: Tucker & Sophie]
1, 2, 3, like this

Hey Tuck, like this?
No, no, no, like this

Like this?
No, no, no, no

[Verse 2: Sophie & Tucker]
I am far too reckless

To have just one drink (True)
Take the time to touch a Taurus
It's better than you think (Okay)

[Refrain: Sophie & Tucker]
Shame, you kill my spirit and you're useless (Mmm, no, no, no)

Sugar, you're addictive and so ruthless (So harsh)
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[Pre-Chorus: Sophie & Tucker]
Speaking in absolutes

May be destructive, may be stupid (Mm-hmm)
But I have a voice

And I'm gonna use it

[Chorus: Sophie & Tucker]
Teaming up (Tuning out)
Turning in (Turning soft)

All this noise (All this scrolling)
Just enough (To turn me off)
Don't you dare (Look at me)

With that eloquent stare you got

[Post-Chorus: Tucker & Sophie]
1, 2, 3, like this

Like this?
No, no, no, like this

Like this?
No, no, no, no, like this
Okay, okay, okay, okay

Like this?
No, no, no, no, no, no

Like this
Like this?
Mmm, no
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